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ABSTRACT
This paper starts with a brief overview of the well-known hazards of the lunar surface including radiation
originating from cosmic, solar and lunar sources. The gamma-ray spectrometry results from the Apollo program
are compared to the spectrometry from NASA's Lunar Prospector; NASA's own dosimetry results from the Apollo
missions are also assessed, unavoidably reaching the conclusion that the numerous hazards of the lunar surface
make any manned mission ill-advised if not impossible for the time being. A discussion of NASA's fabrication of
lunar geology then follows, focusing on basalts, anorthosites, lunar meteorites and lunar dust. After introducing
the standard Dry Moon theory, the issue of the true colour of the lunar surface is discussed. The metal and water
contents of alleged lunar basalts are also considered. In the Lunar Anorthosites section, the "Genesis Rock" and
the circumstances of its discovery and subsequent promotion are discussed, along with the Apollo 16 collection of
anorthosites. We then look at a few examples of lunar meteorites, noting how their identification is based on the
alleged "ground truth" Apollo samples. In the Moon Dust section the nature of the lunar regolith as seen on the
Apollo photos is discussed, and we briefly investigate the official Apollo Dust-Brush and Anti-Dust Leggings,
leading to the inevitable conclusion that the entire episode took place in a studio setting.
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I. RADIATION AND THE APOLLO MISSIONS
The issue of radiation exposure in manned space flight and on the lunar surface has remained a
nagging problem for scientists and engineers despite the apparent successes of the Apollo missions.
The designers of both spacecraft and equipment for future missions – such as NASA's proposed
Artemis mission to the Moon – constantly come up against the limitations imposed by the radiation
environments of space and of the lunar surface, limitations that were seemingly overcome without
difficulty on the Apollo missions 50 years ago. In his standard history of the Apollo program,
William Compton sums up the dangers:
"Two potential hazards to the lunar mission were more difficult to take into account:
meteoroids and radiation... Radiation (subatomic particles, x-rays and gamma rays) was
more worrisome. Of special concern were the high-energy protons shot out of the sun during
major solar flares, which could subject astronauts on the surface to lethal doses of
radiation. Solar flares were more troublesome because they are completely unpredictable"
[1].
Compton's assessment – skating over the meteorite and radiation hazards and focusing on the solar
flare problem – has become the default position for NASA apologists regarding the Apollo
expeditions. Sure, there were radiation hazards on the journey and on the Moon, but the main threat
was posed by solar flares which could have killed the astronauts but in the event didn't, because
fortuitously no solar flare events took place during the missions. In other words the astronauts got
lucky. And they got lucky every time.
Making the lives of astronauts dependent on sheer luck is not a particularly convincing health and
safety protocol, but this would seem to be the only explanation NASA has for why the Apollo
astronauts survived. Indeed, this is more a piece of misdirection than an actual explanation,
focusing attention on a major hazard in order to deflect attention away from lesser hazards, any one
of which could still prove lethal to the astronauts.
We find a similar example of misdirection by NASA in its possibly somewhat patronising
assessment of the dangers lying in wait for the future Artemis mission – "the Twin Sister of
Apollo," as NASA unreassuringly calls it:
"Safety is always the top priority for human missions, and thanks to the Apollo explorers
and more recent robotic missions, we know more about the lunar environment now than ever
before. Until Apollo 11, the greatest concern with the lunar soil was that it wouldn’t support
the weight of a lander or the astronauts inside. Now we know that the greater danger is that
the soil is composed of tiny glass-like shards, so the new suit has a suite of dust-tolerant
features to prevent inhalation or contamination of the suit’s life support system or other
spacecraft. The suit also is built to withstand temperature extremes of minus 250 degrees
Fahrenheit in the shade and up to 250 degrees in the sun." [2].
So now all of a sudden it isn't "solar flares", "cosmic rays", "meteoroids" or "radiation" but "glasslike shards" that are the major hazard. By "glass-like shards" one assumes they mean "glass
shards"– though as we shall see these are not all "shards" anyway – regardless, NASA has the
problem covered with new "dust-tolerant features", and the hazards of cosmic rays, meteorites and
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radiation can be made to melt away into irrelevance by not mentioning them.
A Lunar Sourcebook carries on in this vein, focusing on "rare events" that didn't happen, rather than
on the more mundane lethal hazards that the astronauts would have had to contend with for every
moment of their alleged stays on the lunar surface:
"A few events can have large fluxes of high-energy particles that extend to GeV or higher
energies .... It is these rare events, with high fluxes of very energetic particles, that are of the
most serious concern for men and material exposed in space or on the lunar surface. The
intensity of high-energy particles in these rare, intense SCR events is such that neutron
monitors or ionization chambers on the surface of the Earth record very large increases (up
to 90 times normal levels during the February 23, 1956 event) for several hours during the
peak of the event.... On the Moon, an astronaut caught outside his shielded [?] habitat
during such an event could easily receive a debilitating or lethal radiation dose in a few
days; at peak fluxes the dose may cause nausea and vomiting within an hour" [3].
Astronauts on the lunar surface could in reality be exposed to every kind of radiation – alpha, beta,
microwave, x-ray, gamma, Bremsstrahlung, Cherenkov radiation, Askaryan radiation, high-energy
protons and neutrons, galactic cosmic rays (GCR) and solar particle events (SPE). This is all in
addition to the hazards of unconsolidated regolith2, micro- (and not-so-micro-3) meteorites,
equipment malfunction and stranding. The presence of all kinds of radiation on the lunar surface
understandably poses a problem for the historicity of NASA's alleged manned missions to the
Moon. NASA does appear somewhat coy in the quoted sources, acknowledging the presence of
radiation but failing to mention that such radiation would have been injurious or fatal to any
astronaut unwise enough to set foot on the lunar surface. Since the Apollo crews all apparently
returned alive from the lunar surface without suffering any radiation-related ill effects, one can only
conclude that the astronauts were protected by some unknown anomaly that switched off all
radiation for the duration of their trips, or that they were never on the Moon in the first place. The
NASA factsheet Understanding Space Radiation [4] presents a fair summary of the dangers facing
ISS astronauts and future Mars explorers, and mentions the measures necessary for their protection,
but entirely and tellingly fails to mention the Apollo missions and the radiation hazards involved.
The best-known radiation hazard which any astronaut would have to contend with both en route to,
and on the Moon is galactic cosmic radiation (GCR) consisting mostly (c. 85%) of high-energy
protons. Galactic cosmic radiation4 is rightly a staple of Apollo revisionist studies, with many
authors pointing out the impossibility of unshielded manned space flight. However, yet again we
need look no further than NASA's own publications to see the danger presented by cosmic radiation
to astronauts:
2 On Earth, atmospheric pressure serves to consolidate surface sand or dust; this consolidating effect is of course
absent on the Moon. Pre-Apollo geologists were quite right to be concerned about the possibility of spacecraft, men
and materiel sinking irretrievably into the dust; it must be stressed that this possibility still exists since it is only
discounted on the basis of the fraudulent Apollo experience.
3 It is noteworthy how NASA and most commentators choose to focus on the hazard posed by "micrometeorites",
rather than that posed by "meteorites" per se. Micrometeorites might be more numerous, but that in no way negates
the hazard of larger meteorites, especially in the absence of a protective atmosphere.Those living in earthquake
zones here on Earth might experience many small earthquakes, but they ideally build and prepare for larger ones –
not so in the case of NASA planners.
4 One of the greatest early pioneers of GCR research was Auguste Piccard (1884-1962) who made several balloon
ascents to collect cosmic ray data, reaching a final record height of 23,000 m. He was the model for Hergé's
Professor Tournesol (Calculus in the English version) who designed the rocket that took Tintin and friends to the
Moon 16 years prior to NASA's equally fictitious Apollo missions.
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"Beyond the Earth’s magnetic field, crews are exposed directly to GCR radiation and to SPE
radiation. Spacecraft or planetary habitats thus require their own measures to avoid
radiation overexposures. The most fundamental measures that can be taken are to ensure
that spacecraft and habitat materials are configured to provide maximum radiation
shielding effectiveness; that a “storm shelter” is available; and that monitoring for SPE
provide sufficient warning to crew members involved in EVA [=Extra-Vehicular Activity].
Other measures are possible, but require a knowledge of biology that is not at present
available5" [5].
Consider the opening phrase: "beyond the Earth's magnetic field...". Since the Apollo missions are
the only cases so far where astronauts have allegedly ventured beyond the Earth's magnetic field
into space and onto the lunar surface, if those missions should turn out to be fakes, then there is
simply no human experience or hard data to go on in order to assess the actual threat posed. Worse,
the apparent survival of the Apollo crews only serves to downplay the dangers – surely the hazards
can't be that serious if they all survived, especially since they didn't even have a "storm-shelter"?
This attitude could well result in future fatalities, if, on the basis of the apparent survival of the
Apollo astronauts, other manned missions to the Moon were undertaken by space agencies that
actually believed NASA's Apollo myth.
Types of radiation that are not harmful externally and are blocked by minimal shielding (alpha
radiation, for example), are nonetheless damaging when the source has been ingested or inhaled.
"If alpha-emitting material is internally deposited, all the radiation energy will be absorbed
in a very small volume of tissue immediately surrounding each particle. Beyond a radius of
about 0.02 millimeters, the deposition of energy is very small. The high radiation doses
within this critical radius are lethal to the cells immediately adjacent to the source. Thus,
while extremely high radiation doses may be deposited in the few cells immediately
surrounding a source of alpha radiation, regions outside this irradiated volume are not
affected. However, internal deposition of alpha particles is important in terms of causing
long-term radiation injury"; [6].
As we shall see, the astronauts, according to their own testimonies, ended up coated in "lunar dust"
and apparently ingested and inhaled quantities of this dust without any deleterious effects. A similar
hazard exists with Beta radiation which consists of high-energy electrons or positrons:
"If the beta-emitting material is on the surface of the skin, the resulting beta irradiation
causes damage to the epithelial basal stratum. The lesion initially appears similar to a
superficial thermal burn but significantly more damage has actually occurred. If the
radionuclide is incorporated internally, the damage will be in small spheres of tissue around
each fragment or radioactive source. However, internal exposures to beta radiation can be
more homogeneous if associated with ingestion of a soluble nuclide in foodstuffs. The total
tissue damage is a function of the number of such sources within the affected tissue volume,
the nuclide's intrinsic radioactivity, and the radiosensitivity of the tissue. Dead cells are
replaced quickly in most tissues. The less dense energy deposition of beta radiation may
simply damage rather than kill affected cells, thereby causing cells to become malignant or
otherwise malfunction, which in turn, may lead to late effects" [6].
Beta radiation is also slowed down as it passes through matter – for example, through an astronaut's
5 If the required "knowledge of biology" is "not yet available" – whatever that might mean - how can we tell if "other
measures are possible"?
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body. As they decelerate, Beta particles emit ionising radiation in the form of Bremsstrahlung or
"braking radiation" – the spare energy no longer needed by the slowed particle, usually of x-ray
frequencies. In certain cases the use of lead shielding against Beta radiation can be
counterproductive since the lead shielding itself generates Bremsstrahlung. The material of the LM
[=Lunar Module] itself, and the numerous pieces of equipment within could also be sources of
Bremsstrahlung, depending on the metals and alloys used.
When charged particles travel through a medium at a speed that exceeds the speed of light in that
medium, the result is Cherenkov radiation, best known as the ominous glow produced in nuclear
reactor pools. Cherenkov radiation can also be produced in the eye's vitreous body (which is 9899% water) and manifests as visible light flashes within the closed eye, as reported by many
astronauts, including the Apollo personnel [7], in low-Earth orbit. The retinal rods are, not
unexpectedly, damaged in the process; blindness would not be an unlikely result were an astronaut
exposed to high enough levels. Cherenkov radiation could also be produced within the water
content of the cells of the astronaut's body; this radiation, along with other types of ionising
radiation (primarily x-rays and gamma rays) damages DNA, produces free oxygen in cells (by
breaking the O2 bonds); this in turn hyper-oxygenates the cell water producing peroxide which
further damages and eventually kills, the cell.
Gamma-ray Spectrometry
The lunar surface produces gamma radiation of two different types, as well as high-energy neutrons.
On the basis of Apollo gamma-ray spectrometer readings, The Lunar Sourcebook summarises:
"Two types of lines were observed as signals in the measured spectrum. The first group is
caused by natural lunar radioactivity and is produced by the decay of lunar 40K, 238U, and
232Th. The second group of lines results from the bombardment of the Moon by high-energy
galactic-cosmic-ray (GCR) particles. This bombardment produces secondary particles
(mostly neutrons) within the lunar surface materials and also excites the nuclei of certain
elements. This excitation produces characteristic gamma-ray lines for the elements Fe, Ti,
Al, and Si" [8].

1. Publicity image of the Moon as seen by NASA's Energetic Gamma-Ray Experiment Telescope
(EGRET) on the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory, in gamma rays of greater than 20 MeV [10].
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In 1991 NASA placed the Energetic Gamma-Ray Experiment Telescope (EGRET) into the orbiting
Compton Gamma Ray Observatory from the Space Shuttle. This was the fourth in a series of
gamma-ray detectors placed on the CGRO, each detector covering a specific and increasing range
of energies. The CGRO is to date the largest payload deployed from the Space Shuttle by NASA,
and is a significant achievement of which NASA can rightfully be proud, showing what the
organisation is capable of when focusing on hard, experimentally-based science. While the CGRO
was designed primarily for deep sky observations [9], EGRET did make several observations of the
Moon as it passed through the telescope's field of view between 1991 and 1994. These revealed a
Moon shining brightly and evenly at gamma wavelengths, 20 MeV in the image above [10]. For
more detail, we can look at, for example, the results of the Gamma-Ray Spectrometer on board the
Lunar Prospector:

2. Th and K gamma-ray spectrometry maps from the Lunar Prospector Gamma-Ray Spectrometer
showing gamma-radiation distribution unlike that of the Apollo 15 and 16 with maria areas including
Oceanus Procellarum, Fra Mauro and Tranquillitatis showing high levels [11].
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There is a strong correlation between the maria and the distribution of gamma-radiation from Th
and K. Naturally we would expect to see a recognisably similar distribution from the gamma-ray
spectrometry readings taken from on-board the CM on Apollo 15 and 16. Let us see if the
distribution pattern above from the Lunar Prospector matches that plotted from A15-16:

3. Near- and far-side combined gamma ray spectrometry map from A15 and 16 from the Apollo 16
Preliminary Science Report showing gamma-ray emissions unrelated to maria distribution with Oceanus
Procellarum, Fra Mauro and Tranquillitatis all conveniently free of gamma-radiation [12] 18-6.

The short answer is no. There is no obvious correlation between the A15-16 results and those from
the Lunar Prospector, and given the serendipitously radiation-free Apollo landing sites, one could
make a case that the A15 and 16 results are fabricated. It is possible that all scientific results from
lunar orbit during the Apollo missions are also fabricated, or at least, collected from Earth orbit
wherever possible with fabricated far-side data. On the basis of these dubious figures, the Apollo 16
Preliminary Science Report [12] on gamma-ray distribution came to these conclusions:
1. In agreement with the Apollo 15 results, the western maria are generally more radioactive
than other regions of the Moon.
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2. Detailed structure exists within the high radioactivity regions. The high observed in the Fra
Mauro area is at approximately the same level as those seen around Aristarchus and south
of Archimedes on the Apollo 15 mission.Those levels are comparable to that observed in the
soil returned on the Apollo 14 mission.
3. Radioactivity is lower and more variable in the eastern maria.
4. The lunar highlands are regions of low radioactivity. The Descartes area appears to have
undergone some admixing of radioactive material.
These four conclusions from the Apollo 16 Preliminary Science Report [12] are in all likelihood
based on the best guesses of the geologists and scientists involved. Conclusions 1 and 2 emphasise
the agreement between results from missions 14, 15 and 16, none of which took place. Conclusion 2
mentions the supposedly confirmatory "soil returned on the Apollo 14 mission" which in reality
could never have been collected by any "astronaut" on the hazardous lunar surface. Conclusion 3 –
that "radioactivity is lower and more variable in the eastern maria" – is redundant given Conclusion
1. Conclusion 4 suggests that the dust-covered maria are more radioactive (probably because
gamma-ray emission would in theory take place from a greater range of depths in loosely-packed
lunar "dust" than on a hard rocky surface) – with the spectroscopic results showing that this is not
the case. The on-board spectrometer, by NASA's own admission, was of low accuracy (achieving a
precision of "10–25% relative for Fe; 30–50% relative for Ti" according to the Lunar Sourcebook
[13]). The Lunar Sourcebook further says:
"the abundance maps for Fe and Ti are derived by a complex iterative process that includes
examining the spectra for the expected lines from these elements and then extracting actual
concentration levels by comparing the “ground-truth” chemical data derived from
laboratory analyses of returned regolith samples from Apollo and Luna landing sites with
the gamma-ray spectra measured while flying over those same sites." [14].
The problem is evident. There can be no “ground-truth” chemical data "derived from laboratory
analyses of returned regolith samples from Apollo and Luna landing sites" since – at least in the
case of Apollo – no "astronauts" went anywhere near the Moon and thus could never have landed,
collected samples and returned with them to provide the "ground truth" basis upon which the
elemental abundance maps were produced. One could argue that samples could have been returned
without any need for direct human involvement – by automation or remote control – but that is not
what NASA claims. A tainted collection process involving a fabricated story of human involvement
to conceal automated retrieval in a high-radiation environment invalidates the sample immediately.
Unfortunately, almost all publications on lunar geology rely directly or indirectly on the samples
allegedly retrieved by the Apollo missions. These samples in all likelihood are of terrestrial or
meteoric origin and were modified or selected to fit various geological assumptions about the lunar
surface, assumptions that seemed likely at the time.
Radiation Dosimetry
NASA was aware of the theoretical necessity of taking careful radiation measurements, and
provided a range of equipment for the missions:
"The spacecraft radiation detectors consist of the Nuclear Particle Detection System, the
Van Allen Belt Dosimeter, three Personal Radiation Dosimeters, and a portable Radiation
Survey Meter. Each astronaut also carries four (4) passive packages which can be read out
after return to earth" [15].
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The bulbous shape of the van Allen Belt Dosimeter was to allow near-omnidirectional readings; the
same feature would be useful on the lunar surface especially for gamma radiation from under the
astronauts and LM; the duplication is somewhat unnecessary. In this same document Radiation
Protection for Apollo Missions [15] we find a table of the Average Radiation Doses of the Flight
Crews for the Apollo Missions (presumably taken from the passive packages) which finally gives us
some data which should – in theory – allow us to assess the dangers posed to an astronaut on the
lunar surface:
Average Radiation Doses of the Flight Crews for the Apollo Missions
Apollo Mission

Skin Dose, rads

7

0.16

8

.16

9

.20

10

.48

11

.18

12

.58

13

.24

14

1.14

15

.30

16

.51

17

.55

.

These are the average doses for the entire crew of 3 in each case; naturally one would expect
surface and orbital dosimetry to differ, but NASA is rather coy about the data. We look in vain in,
for example, the 778 pages of The Lunar Sourcebook [3] or in the 626 pages of the Apollo 16
Preliminary Science Report [12] for any detailed dosimetry to allow us to dissect the above figures
– there are discussions of radiation types and numerous facts and figures about every obscure
geological topic imaginable, but nothing on this life-or-death matter of total centrality to future
lunar missions. Bennett and Percy [16] note the problem of the Apollo dosimetry data being lower
than the equivalent data for space stations in Earth orbit:
"How can the claimed Apollo lunar orbital flights deliver average daily doserates (0.49)
lower than those of Skylab? Skylab remained permanently in Earth orbit. Whereas Apollo
was subject to trapped radiation in the Van Allen belts as well as GCRs and solar
radiation/SPEs plus the totally unprotected conditions on the lunar surface" (p376).
Radiation dosimetry is not a totally straightforward issue either. One starts with the absorbed dose
DT (measured in greys, Gy), applies a radiation weighting factor WR taking radiation type into
account, resulting in an equivalent dose HT (measured in sieverts, Sv); a tissue-weighting factor WT
is then applied which results in an effective dose E (measured in Sv). This effective dose takes into
account whether a) all parts of the body were uniformly irradiated, resulting in a whole-body dose
to all tissue; or b) only some tissues were irradiated, resulting in an effective dose derived from the
summed doses of the specific irradiated tissues. The above table, with doses in rads (1 rad = 0.01
Gy) provides us with the alleged absorbed dose, but NASA has not given us sufficient data to add
the weighting factors to calculate the equivalent and effective doses. One would be forgiven for
9

thinking that NASA was trying to minimise these results - just 11 numbers from 11 missions – and
skim over the issue as quickly as possible, especially as the above absorbed doses are conspicuously
low, ranging from 0.16 rads (= 0.0016 Gy) to 1.14 rads (= 0.0114 Gy). NASA explains:
"Individual readings varied approximately 20 percent from the average because of
differences in the shielding effectiveness of various parts of the Apollo spacecraft as well as
differences in duties, movements, and locations of crewmen. Doses to blood-forming organs
were approximately 40 percent lower than the values measured at the body surface. In
comparison with the doses actually received, the maximum operational dose (MOD) limit
for each of the Apollo missions was set at 400 rads (X-ray equivalent) to skin and 50 rads to
the blood-forming organs. Radiation doses measured during Apollo were significantly lower
than the yearly average of 5 rem... set by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission for workers
who use... radioactive materials in factories and institutions across the United States. Thus,
radiation was not an operational problem during the Apollo Program" [17].
Radiation may not have been an "operational problem" for the astronauts, but it does present a
credibility problem for NASA. Having known about the GCR and secondary radiation from the
surface in advance of the missions, having provided a range of dosimeters, and further having
detected gamma radiation during the lunar orbit of Apollo 15, the only correct course of action
would have been to return the astronauts to Earth immediately to avoid injury or death, and to
cancel all further missions forthwith, or at least until the hazards have been properly assessed.
NASA however chose not to do this, seemingly preferring to risk their astronauts' lives with further
lunar landings in full awareness of the hazards.
This could easily have had negative consequences for NASA, had the missions been real. Let us
imagine a purely hypothetical Apollo astronaut who, accepting NASA's reassurances, has unwisely
embarked on a lunar mission. As soon as he gets beyond the Earth's van Allen belts, he is exposed
to cosmic radiation, and arrives on the lunar surface in a weakened state. He puts his queasiness and
headaches down to nerves, maybe the food, and gets on with the experimental schedule, making a
few initial forays onto the surface, returning to the LM covered in dust; naturally some of this high
232
Th and 238U dust has already been inhaled and ingested by our explorer, with resultant committed
doses of alpha, beta and gamma radiation. Then, on next exiting the LM, our astronaut is confronted
by a worst-case scenario – a major cosmic ray influx, perhaps a gamma-ray burst, maybe in
conjunction with a large increase in solar proton flux – along with enhanced levels of induced
radiation from the cosmic ray influx as well as the usual surface radiation. By this stage our deeply
sick astonaut is vomiting into his helmet, coughing up blood from the radioactive dust and glass
shards, and from any inhaled radon (222Rn) and polonium (210Po) from the Moon's tenuous
atmosphere (able to enter the LM through the hatch). With severe diarrhoea overwhelming the suit's
limited waste storage capacity, our astronaut is now stumbling around desperately trying to find his
way back to the LM, blinded by retinal damage, possibly even with eyes glowing blue from induced
Cherenkov radiation, body covered with suppurating radiation sores both internally and externally.
The O2 in the astronaut's breathing apparatus as well as in his lungs and blood is being rapidly
broken down by electromagnetic radiation, the free O either recombining into ozone or forming
peroxide H2O2, further debilitating our astronaut's burnt and congested lungs. Peroxide would also
form in affected cells, killing them; while gamma radiation shreds both his DNA and biochemistry.
We draw a discreet veil over the further sufferings of our luckless lunar adventurer as he collapses
into the dust, his final coughs and gasps broadcast live to a global audience...
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II. THE FABRICATION OF LUNAR GEOLOGY
1. LUNAR BASALTS
Overall, it would have been far easier to omit retrieval of geological samples from the entire
program, thus obviating any need for fakery. Indeed, this seems to have been the original intention –
the geological component of the Apollo program came about at the insistence of Eugene Shoemaker
who initially (and understandably) received no co-operation from the Manned Spacecraft Center
(MSC):
"MSC acquired a reputation among space scientists of being at best indifferent and at worst
hostile to scientific investigations. Eugene Shoemaker...was "utterly dismayed" by the
attitude of the MSC representatives at the Iowa summer study: "we don't need your help;
don't bother us". This experience led Shoemaker to agree [?] to spend a year at NASA
headquarters to try to establish a lunar science program; unless someone concentrated on
that task lunar science might never get done at all [... ] One of Shoemaker's first
accomplishments...was to persuade MSC to expand its small Space Environment Division...
one geologist joined the division in 1963, and a team of specialists from the U.S. Geological
Survey was assigned later that same year. Their functions were to set up a research and
training programme in geology, develop a model of the lunar surface for use by the
spacecraft designers and mission planners, assist in the evaluation of lunar scientific
instruments and develop plans for geologic fieldwork on the Moon." [18].
One supposes that NASA and the MSC were unable to come up with convincing excuses for not
doing any geological fieldwork, and Shoemaker wasn't going to take "no" for an answer. After all,
once the guys have planted a flag, walked around on the surface, taken a few pictures and played
some golf, they'll have nothing to do, other than worry about being stranded or dying of radiation
sickness. Much better to give them a range of "scientific tasks" – and that of necessity means
geological fieldwork, since there are no other feasible subjects on the Moon.
It is regrettable that Shoemaker's insistence on introducing a geological component to the Apollo
missions unavoidably led to NASA having to come up with both a fake geological research program
and a range of convincing fake Moon rocks. This fakery has had lasting deleterious consequences
for planetary sciences, and for lunar geology in particular.
The standard theory of the Moon's geological evolution assumes a slowly cooling magma mantle
from which minerals consolidated and crystallised out – the lighter anorthosite with its high Mg
content rising to the surface to form a primeval crust, and the heavier olivine and pyroxene sinking
to the bottom. The rising anorthosite took with it a large proportion of the Eu (for valency reasons),
leaving the underlying basaltic magma Eu depleted. The accumulation of anorthositic crust was
augmented by large-scale impact debris; volcanism caused by crustal pressure and impact damage
allowed basalts to extrude onto the lunar surface, filling in the maria. Large-scale accumulation of
micrometeoric and impact dust coated the Moon, creating the grey dusty regolith of the Apollo
photos. So any geological missions to the lunar maria would expect to find primarily basalt, while
visits to the lunar highlands could reasonably expect to find anorthosite. In addition, a lot of the
material in any location could well be in the form of breccia, consisting of impact fragments of
basalt and anorthosite held together in a consolidated particulate matrix.
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Even before getting into the details, there are a few initial problems with this scenario. Given that
the lunar regolith as seen in the Hasselblad photos consists of a deep layer of grey dust, one might
rightly wonder whether this matches the known colour of the basalt maria. The issue of the true
colour of the Moon has come under scrutiny in Leonid Konovalov's pioneering study [19], which
concluded that the true colour was browner than generally recognised. As we can see on the true
colour Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter image below, the basalt maria are both very dark and do
indeed have a clear brownish, almost umber tinge:

4. Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter true colour image; image credits NASA/Goddard Space Flight
Center/Arizona State University; ID #: WEB15286-2016 [20].

A number of Apollo basalt specimens are however very pale. The specimen below – even taking
into account photographic variability - appears too light to have formed part of the basalt maria
surface:

5. Apollo 14 basalt 14053 (NASA photo # S71-35849); image credits NASA.

Several "micrometeorite" pits are visible on this specimen, allegedly proving both its lunar origin
and exposed surface location, though these pits always have a greyish cast, as if produced by
("meteoric") iron pellets (one might expect more of a sandblasting type effect from genuine
12

micrometeorites). There are darker Apollo basalts more in keeping with the true colour image
(illustration 4), for example:

6. Apollo 11 specimen 10062 Ilmenite Basalt (low K) 78.5 grams; image credits NASA.

7. Apollo 11 basalt 10044 (left) and Apollo 15 basalt 15016; from R. Korotev's website [21], image
credits NASA.

The brownish tint of A15-15016 is interesting and probably comes closest to matching the brownish
tinge of the Lunar Reconnaisance Orbiter true-colour image, the specimen is also vesicular
(showing holes produced by gas (?) bubbling through the molten material). Ignoring the sepia tint of
the 10062 photo, in none of these cases does the colour of the rocks match that of of the Hasselblad
photos taken on the surface.
Judging by the Hasselblad photos alone, the supposed "lunar surface" is grey. The dust is grey, the
rocks are grey, and the surrounding terrain is grey. If we look at a picture such as AS15-86-11670
(the "alien boot-print" photo) and try to find the equivalent on a RAL colour chart, a reasonable
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choice would be Dusty Grey RAL7037. In short, the surface as presented to us is – essentially and
basically – grey. A child will confirm this if shown the photos. Surely the astronauts themselves,
with their alleged first-hand experience on the lunar surface, and their intimate familiarity with
"lunar" dust, are going to be able to confirm this grey colour for us too:
"In an attempt to resolve the question of the colors of the Moon, we were provided with a
wheel with color chips for comparison.We were to hold the color chip and compare it with
the lunar surface. There were two difficulties. First we could not agree on the color chip that
was closest in color. We did agree that none really matched. The second problem was the
impossibility of viewing the color chip and the surface under the same lighting conditions.
The CMP saw very obvious tonal differences on the lunar surface, especially in the western
maria, but could not qualitatively describe them. The color impressions of an area of farside highlands changed as the Sun angle changed." [22].
The first "difficulty", that these Apollo 16 astronauts "could not agree" on the matching colour, is no
difficulty at all. There's only two of them on the surface anyway, so each astronaut can just pick the
closest shade of grey and leave it at that. Where is the problem? And why was it impossible to view
the colour chip and the surface "under the same lighting conditions"? The astronaut can either take
the colour chart outside and compare it there, or can bring the sample into the spacecraft and
compare it there, in both cases "under the same lighting conditions" – again there is no "difficulty"
to speak of. The reader will also note that the astronauts never get around to mentioning what the
colour actually was – all we get is a load of excuses for why they can not tell us. Instead of just
telling us "it was grey, okay?", they rapidly switch to discussing the CMP's experience: "The CMP
saw very obvious tonal [?] differences on the lunar surface.... but could not quantitively [sic]
describe them" – a fairly feeble excuse but accurate, as quantitively is enrirely incorrect; if there
were "very obvious tonal differences", then they certainly could be described, since the English
language possesses an extensive vocabulary allowing anything to be described qualitatively.
What are all these rocks doing on the regolith anyway? Fragments from anything other than the
most recent impacts would be buried in the rapidly accumulating dust that apparently coats the
maria. A piece of basalt just sitting there on the regolith (unlikely though this is) is not necessarily
representative of the basalt underlying the regolith – it could easily be meteoric (conceivably even
of earthly origin) or impact-produced. The ray-system of the crater Tycho shows that ejecta can
travel up to 1500 km from the impact site; rocks randomly collected from the lunar surface could be
from anywhere.
We shall – for no good reason – ignore the contradiction between the Moon's dark and brownish
basalt surface in satellite images and the grey regolith of the Hasselblad photos, and the differing
grey of the Apollo specimens. After all, the colour of the basalt surface might be a somewhat
subjective issue dependent upon lighting and photography. We shall also overlook the dubious
distribution of these rocks on the surface, since specimens of basalt could in theory be strewn
helpfully about by meteor impacts and fail to sink into the unconsolidated dust for "local" reasons.
Unlikely, but let us give them the benefit of the doubt. A slightly closer look at the geological
situation might help resolve the basalt issue and provide some certainty – or alternatively cast
further doubt on NASA's geological probity.
A11 supposedly landed in a lunar mare region that was, according to everyone at the time and since,
composed of basalt. It was a reasonable assumption – basalts form a large proportion of the earth's
surface geology with ocean floor basalts and continental traps; and the dark lunar maria do appear
to be some kind of extruded lava, so yes, basalt – it sounds highly likely. Nevertheless, this left
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NASA geologists with a problem. It is all very well to assume that the maria are basalt, but in this
case, assumptions are not going to suffice. Actual specimens are going to be needed, and these
cannot be some kind of vague generic basalt (since no such thing exists); they are going to have to
be actual specific basalts. And that is where the problems begin.
Of the 20 A11 basalt specimens, 18 are ilmenite basalt, 1 is cristobalite and 1 is olivine. What
exactly the last two are doing as part of this ensemble is uncertain; let us be charitable and assume
they are some kind of impact debris. This leaves us with the ilmenite basalts, high (c. 7%) Ti basalts
that inevitably became the holotypes – the "ground truth" – for lunar basalt geology. It was
suggested that these ilmenite basalts have compositions "fundamentally different from all meteorites
and terrestrial basalts... amounts of titanium as high as 7 weight percent suggest either extreme
fractionation of lunar rocks or an unexpected solar abundance of titanium" [23]. Predictably, this
turned out not to be the case, since high Ti basalts of very similar type could be found on Earth
within the US itself, as S S Goldich observed:
"A basalt hornfels from the Keweenawan Duluth complex in Minnesota contains 7 percent
by weight of titanium dioxide and is similar in many respects to the Apollo 11 samples.
Hornfels texture, as well as primary textures in lunar rocks, resemble those in Keweenawan
rocks" [24].
The A12 collection of 43 basalts is fairly confusing [25]. The commitment to ilmenite is certainly
there, with 13 specimens, but they are outnumbered by 16 olivines, with 12 pigeonites and 1
feldspathic basalt also present. What all these basalt varieties are doing clustered in this area on the
surface is not easy to understand unless we are dealing with random impact debris, in which case
the samples would be of limited geological value. The next mission, A14, "retrieved" 6 feldspathic
basalts, 1 olivine, 1 KREEP and 1 unclassified basalt, another seemingly random selection with no
proper context. At this stage, it seems to have dawned on NASA (a change of management?) that
outside geologists were going to look askance at their data if they maintained this scattergun
approach – we shall have occasion to observe a similar phenomenon in the Apollo anorthosite
collections. The NASA geologists needed to start coming up with convincing sequences of basalts
with commitment to one particular dominant type per locale. A15 shows an improvement: 97
olivine basalts were "retrieved" with 25 pigeonites and 2 KREEP basalts; A16 only produced 1
plagioclase basalt; and, in a final flourish, A17 came up with a nice run of 152 ilmenites (and 2
unclassified basalts) [26]. Overall, ilmenites and high Ti dominate.
Ti is a useful indicator element as it is not usually incorporated into specific minerals within the
rocks, instead fitting into whatever interstices are available in the rock structure. Ti can also be
sampled remotely by spectroscopy. We would expect to see a strong correlation between Ti levels
from retrieved Apollo samples and Ti levels from remote sampling of the basalt maria containing
the landing sites. This is, however, not what Giguere et al. found:
"lunar mare basalt sample data suggest that there is a bimodal distribution of TiO2
concentrations. Using a refined technique for remote determination of TiO2, we find that the
maria actually vary continuously from low to high values" [27].
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8. Relative abundance of Ti in lunar maria rocks remotely determined (Giguere et al. 2000) [27].

9. Contradictory bi-modal distribution of Ti in retrieved samples (Giguere et al. 2000) [27].

The over-representation of high Ti samples in the Apollo data comes from the over-representation
of high-Ti ilmenites, as we have seen. There are numerous such discrepancies between the Apollo
data and the remote data. The issue is further complicated by the use of Apollo samples for remote
sensing calibration:
"One of the most important aspects of lunar samples is that they come from known locations
on the Moon, thereby providing calibration points for remote sensing data." [28]
A total of 3 Apollo basalt samples are classified as KREEP basalts (Potassium (K), Rare Earth
Elements (REE) and Phosphorus (P), though in the "lunar" samples, neither K nor P levels are
particularly elevated). The attractively-named Procellarum KREEP Terrane is a large lunar
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geological province covering the Oceanus Procellarum and Mare Imbrium that has high abundances
of such KREEP basalts. The presence of KREEP – as determined by Apollo specimens – allegedly
largely correlates with high levels of Thorium (Th) as established by spectroscopy, with NASA's
Lunar Prospector mapping high Th levels in the Oceanus Procellarum and Mare Imbrium.

10. Alleged Procellarum KREEP Terrane identified on the basis of remote sampling of high Th [29].

Jolliff et al. confirm that "widespread mare volcanic rocks having substantial Th enrichment are
indicated by the remote data", but they also note that Th-enriched Apollo KREEP basalt samples are
rare. Rather, high Th, U and REE, and medium K and P basalts seem to be the norm [30].
This Th – KREEP correlation is however invalid, for the following reason. In the Procellarum
KREEP Terrane basalts, the KREEP is mostly held within grains of the minerals apatite and
merrillite [31]. However, re-analysis of the apatite from the Apollo KREEP basalts in 2010 revealed
far more water trapped within the crystals than previously thought, hypothetically enough to cover
the lunar surface to a depth of one metre, a finding that made its way into the popular scientific
press [32]. As usual, the researchers and the popular press drew entirely the wrong conclusion from
this painstakingly-assembled data, failing to apply Occam's famous Razor in their eagerness for
contributing to the major discovery of a watery Moon. Rather than providing evidence for the "Wet
Moon Theory", the finding of water in apatite in "lunar" basalts merely points to the earthly origin
of the Apollo samples. There is no reason therefore to assume any correlation between high Th and
KREEP or even REE, since the REE levels within the apatite cannot be determined remotely. One
could go so far as to say that the Moon is distinctly unKREEPy, despite the three KREEP basalts
allegedly retrieved from the surface.
For decades, standard sources had insisted that lack of water was a distinctive feature of Moon
rocks, and that this lack "proved" that the Apollo samples were genuine. NASA claimed: "this
simple mineralogy of lunar samples results because lunar rocks were formed in a completely dry
and very reducing environment with no hydrous minerals" [33]. When water was discovered in the
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samples then this should have "proved" that the rocks were of earthly origin and worthless for
geological research, especially as we see no sign of the "complex" geology that should in theory
result – but no, a "Wet Moon Theory" was concocted to defend the prestige and value of the
samples. This kind of reconfiguration of a hitherto rock-solid theory (the "Dry Moon") into its
opposite (the "Wet Moon") in order to protect the reputation of the overall project is a standard
feature of the modern scientific research program. Since we now know the Moon is "wet", that
should leave the standard "anhydrous" model of lunar petrology and geology dead in the water,
though the samples were originally pre-selected to "prove" just that model.
A similar phenomenon may be observed on a smaller scale in the case of the high Ti mineral
armalcolite, first discovered by several teams analysing the A11 samples. Haggerty et al. claimed
that "the phase is sufficiently different from related minerals in terrestrial occurrences to warrant a
new mineral name"; consequently the new mineral was named after the A11 crew (Arm-Al-Col-ite)
[34]. Armalcolite was also relatively easy to synthesise (surely convenient for a "new" mineral
allegedly of lunar origin), as Haggerty et al. reported; however, armalcolite rapidly lost its lunar
uniqueness as new earthly occurrences were uncovered in the USA, Mexico, Spain, Germany,
Greenland and South Africa. The same fate befell two further "new" lunar minerals, tranquilityite
and pyroxferroite, both of which were also found to occur on Earth, demonstrating that there was
nothing uniquely "lunar" about these over-hyped minerals. Naturally, the integrity and reputation of
the samples was unaffected despite their loss of uniqueness, and no-one dared call out NASA, least
of all the Arm-Al-Col trio who cannot have been too honoured to have a fake lunar mineral named
after them.
Analysis of the Apollo specimens has continued to raise questions about the chemical and
petrological processes at work on the Moon, questions that would never have had to be asked, had it
not been for NASA's fraudulent data.
"The standard lunar model also fails to address the question on the true bulk compositions
of the erupted mare basalts. Are they picritic, like a few tens of kilograms of the hand
specimens, or basaltic, like billions of tonnes of the average rock in the mare regoliths...?
Alleged primary magmas (basalt hand specimens and picritic glass beads) are interpreted
as incipient re-melting products of originally plagioclase-saturated cumulate postulated to
have formed from the LMO [Lunar Magma Ocean] .... If so, those ‘primary magmas’ should
have plagioclase on their liquidus at the relevant high pressures, but they do not. This
implies either the mare basalts are not primary magmas or their source rocks have never
seen plagioclase" [35].
That observation undermines the standard theory of a plagioclase crust emerging from the lunar
magma ocean with later basalt extrusions. There is a further possibility: that the collected earthly
basalt was re-melted (which further depleted the plagioclase and the Eu), K, P and Sr stayed at
MORB (Mid-Ocean Ridge Basalt) levels, a range of metals (and maybe some Ar with the right
isotope ratio) was added with the REE supplied in the form of high-REE apatite, and the material
allowed to re-solidify in a vacuum, the whole process taking a fraction of the time, energy and
money that would have been required to send an actual mission to the lunar surface for the purpose
of retrieving real lunar basalt. In other words, the lack of plagioclase in primary lunar basalts either
a) disproves the theory that the anorthositic highlands formed from plagioclase floating to the
magma surface forming a crust; or b) indicates that the non-meteoric earthly Apollo samples were
re-melted which separated the remaining anorthosite which in turn carried with it the remaining Eu.
Lanthanide plots helpfully provided by Dr Gunn [36] for a range of basalts show that lunar mare
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basalts most closely resemble earthly N-MORBs (unenriched "normal" Mid-Oceanic Ridge Basalts)
– but with a more pronounced Eu anomaly. La/Ce is usually < 1. Let us convince ourselves of this
similarity:

11. Lunar mare basalts (A11, 12, 15 and 17) normalised to E-MORB, showing Eu depletion and La/Ce <
1 in all but one case; image credit Dr B M Gunn [36].

12. A17 lunar mare basalts normalised to E-MORB showing Eu depletion and La/Ce <1; a tight group
there from A17 showing consistent professional collecting across a single basalt extrusion; not what
might be expected from astronauts picking up random samples of impact debris and loose rocks scattered
across the regolith. Image credit Dr B M Gunn [36].
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13. Deep-Sea Drilling Project samples from the S. Atlantic normalised to E-MORB; the top 3 plots are
alkali basalts; the central group show La/Ce < 1 and a small Eu anomaly; image credit Dr B M Gunn
[36].

14. Lanthanides from East Pacific Rise and N. Chile Ridge basalts normalised to E-MORB showing La/Ce < 1
and weak Eu anomaly; image credit Dr B M Gunn [36].
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15. Lanthanides from South Sandwich Is. basalts normalised to E-MORB showing La/Ce < 1 and weak
Eu anomaly in upper less-depleted group; image credit Dr B M Gunn [36].

This is not to say that NASA used these specific basalts for the Apollo samples; I am merely
observing in passing that basalts with conveniently similar lanthanide profiles do exist on Earth.
Why deep-sea basalt profiles extruded under pressure into sea-water should show a resemblance to
basalts from the lunar maria extruded onto the surface in a vacuum is unclear. However, from
NASA's point of view, presenting well-studied hawaiian (say) or icelandic basalts as "lunar" would
risk immediate unmasking from geologists familiar with the particular characteristics of those
basalts. Picking something obscure – from literally the last place that anyone would look, such as
the South Sandwich Islands for example – would help perpetuate the fraud; with a re-melt and a
consequently bigger Eu anomaly – not to mention a further tweak or two – no-one would be any the
wiser.
Some experts, R. Korotev for example, have pointed out that it would be impossible to fake
exposure to cosmic radiation in lunar specimens since this produces changes in the crystal structure.
[37]. However, proton synchrotrons, which have been around since 1952, are easily capable of
producing these changes; worse, the only reference rocks available to us for establishing baseline
GCR effects on lunar materials are the demonstrably fake Apollo samples. Proton synchrotrons
were certainly available to NASA; the Cosmotron at the Brookhaven National Laboratory operated
from 1953-68 achieving proton energies of 3.3 GeV; the Bevatron at the Berkeley Lab was
operational from 1954-70 achieving energies of 6.2 GeV; BNL's Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
has been in operation since 1960 achieving 33 GeV, the Argonne National Laboratory's Zero
Gradient Synchrotron (1963-79) achieved energies of 12.5 GeV; any of these among others would
have done a good job of simulating GCR effects, especially with no genuine lunar samples for
comparison. NASA also agrees that such synchrotrons are necessary for modelling the effects of
GCR and has developed its own in-house version which has the advantage of generating not just
protons but other ions in the correct GCR proportion:
"NASA has developed the “GCR Simulator” to generate a spectrum of ion beams that
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approximates the primary and secondary GCR field experienced at human organ locations
within a deep-space vehicle. The majority of the dose is delivered from protons
(approximately 65%–75%) and helium ions (approximately 10%–20%) with heavier ions (Z
≥ 3) contributing the remainder. The GCR simulator exposes state-of-the-art cellular and
animal model systems to 33 sequential beams including 4 proton energies plus degrader, 4
helium energies plus degrader, and the 5 heavy ions of C, O, Si, Ti, and Fe." [38].
The GCR Simulator should also prove handy for producing convincing "lunar" samples to be
"collected" by the upcoming Artemis mission.
2. LUNAR ANORTHOSITES
After the apparently successful A11 mission, NASA had the hypothetical option of returning to the
A11 landing site on A12. They chose not to do so, with some peculiar reasoning behind their
decision. Compton explains:
Shortly after the site selection board had settled on its list of 10 landing sites for lunar
exploration, Sam Phillips6 selected the Surveyor III site as the target for the next mission
[A12]. Even though the scientists had unanimously rejected its location as unsuitable, the
inert Surveyor offered some opportunities that could not be passed up. A demonstration of
point landing (i.e., within 1 kilometer [0.62 mile] of a preselected spot) needed to be made
as soon as feasible. For that purpose something like a Surveyor was more appealing to
mission planners than picking some specific crater... besides, valuable engineering and
scientific information could come out of examination of a spacecraft that had spent more
than two years in the space environment... Houston had already determined that certain
components could be removed from a Surveyor with no special difficulty" [39].
"A demonstration of point landing (i.e., within 1 kilometer [0.62 mile] of a preselected spot) needed
to be made as soon as feasible" – this is a highly spurious reason since a point landing could be
made within 1 km of any preselected spot including one approved of by the "scientists". All the
reasons given for selecting the Surveyor III site apply equally to the original A11 site – and why not
build up more equipment right there at Tranquility Base, rather than dissipating effort across wide
swathes of the Moon for "geological" purposes? The real reason, in the author's opinion, is, firstly,
to avoid the theoretical build-up of equipment at Tranquility Base lest the absence of equipment and
materiel there become too obvious on later higher-resolution satellite photographs; and secondly, to
bolster the equally fake Surveyor missions (the results of which are likewise valueless)7. Since A12
is a certain hoax, the alleged visit to the Surveyor by the A12 astronauts instantly invalidated the
Surveyor program. At least the A12 mission did accomplish that much.
The staged failure of A13 threw the proposed scientific research program out of kilter; this at least
obviated the need to produce a new range of "lunar" specimens for A13 to retrieve. Any relief for
the NASA in-house geologists was short-lived; the missions continued with A14 which, of all the
missions, produced the most confused agglomeration of random samples; the need for a change of
leadership or personnel could well have become apparent at this stage. The A15-17 geologists and
planners understood the need to produce more confidence-inspiring samples that backed up the then
6 This is a good example of the dividing-line between those in on the hoax, and those not. The "scientists" at this stage
assumed that "real" science was actually going to happen on A12; Sam Phillips clearly knew better.
7 All early Soviet space missions and lunar probes – including and especially the Luna missions – are hoaxes; the
alleged geological results of these probes are not usable.
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most popular and most likely theory for the formation of the Moon. Generally speaking A15-17
"retrieved" much better organised collections of basalts and breccias than earlier missions, but the
new target material was now anorthosite, the rock apparently forming the earlier lunar crust, and a
rock we have already encountered in a basalt context. Somewhat predictably and conveniently, A15
found what they were looking for in short order.
The "Genesis Rock"
The "Genesis Rock", apparently an obvious piece of anorthosite representing an early phase of the
Moon's geological development, was seemingly found sitting atop a mound of well-consolidated
"breccia" by the Apollo 15 astronauts. The somewhat synthetic and unconvincing dialogue between
the two has them immediately identifying the rock:
"CDR [=Commander] Okay. Now let’s go down and get that unusual one… Look at the
little crater here, and the one that’s facing us. There is this little white corner to the thing…
What do you think the best way to sample it would be?
LMP I think probably – could we break off a piece of the clod underneath it? Or I guess you
could probably lift that top fragment right off.
CDR Yeah. Let me try. Yeah. Sure can. And it’s a…a white clast, and it’s about –
LMP Look at the – glint. Almost see twinning in there.
CDR Guess what we just found? Guess what we just found? I think we found what we came for.
LMP Crystal rock, huh?
CDR Yes, sir. You better believe it. Look at the plage in there. Almost all plage…as a
matter of fact – oh, boy, I think we might have ourselves something close to
anorthosite, ’cause its crystalline and there’s just a bunch…it’s just almost all plage.
What a beaut.
LMP That really is a beauty. And, there’s another one down there.
CDR Yes. We’ll get some of these… No, let’s don’t mix them. Let’s make this a special… I’ll
zip it up… Make this bag 196, a special bag… Our first one. Don’t lose your bag now, Jim.
O, boy" [44].

16. The astronauts viewing the "Genesis Rock" undergoing analysis, AP15-S71-43477; image credit
NASA.
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The specimen went on to play a significant media and propaganda role. In the Transearth Coast
Press Conference, which took place on day 11 prior to the astronauts' return, we read:
"CC [=Control Center] Q2: Near Spur Crater, you found what may be “Genesis Rock”,
the oldest yet collected on the Moon. Tell us more about it.
CDR Well, I think the one you’re referring to was what we felt [?]was almost entirely
plagioclase or perhaps anorthosite. And it was a small fragment sitting on top of a – a
dark brown larger fragment, almost like on a pedestal. And Jim and I were both quite
impressed with the fact that it – it was there, apparently waiting for us. And we had hoped
to find more of it, and, I’m sure, had we more time at that site, that we would have been
able to find more. But I think this one rock, if it is, in fact, the beginning of the Moon, will
tell us an awful lot. And we’ll leave it up to the experts to analyze it when we get back, to
determine its origin" [40].
However, looking at this somewhat unprepossessing specimen in a " 'come-and-sample-me'
position atop a small mound of soil" [41], several discrepancies – one very major - become
apparent.
In the photograph showing the mound with the "Genesis Rock" we also see clearly a stray bootprint
with a curved tread pattern at variance with the astronaut's straight tread pattern. Without any
further ado this shoe/trainer print, probably belonging to one of the studio set dressers, invalidates
the "Genesis Rock" and its provenance, rendering it, and all studies on it, geologically worthless.

17. Left: AS-15-86-11670 as reproduced by Compton [40] showing the "Genesis Rock" in situ with
anomalous curved-pattern shoe-print; right: detail of lower right corner of AS-15-86-11670; image credit
NASA; anomaly identified by Jack White [42].

The quoted conversation between Irwin and Scott about this rock is not genuine, having taken place
in a studio setting. The dialogue is clearly a set-up to justify collecting a known planted sample to
be presented to the scientific community as a significant geological specimen, with anorthosite
being the rock type pre-selected as the most likely to have formed the original lunar crust. "Look at
the plage in there" – there is an unconvincing casualness about the use of the nickname "plage",
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possibly trying – a little too hard – to suggest a casual familiarity with plagioclase. Who would ever
question the identification skills of an astronaut if he could just glance at a small, dust-covered rock
on a radioactive alien surface under cosmic-ray bombardment in unfiltered sunshine through a visor
and immediately identify a barely visible mineral component of it as "plage", a mineral highly
variable in size, colour and shape?
"[L]et’s make this a special one. I’ll zip it up. Make this bag 196, a special bag. Our first one. Don’t
lose your bag now, Jim. O, boy." - a somewhat over-excited astronaut there, some might say,
especially given the demonstrable studio setting. Just collect the specimen already! "Almost see
twinning in there" – so what is that supposed to mean? Either one can or cannot see twinning – but
NASA's thin-section photomicrograph of the specimen showing "polysynthetic twinning" (the
striations) represents a mere 3mm field of view.
This piece of anorthosite lacks any convincing geological or petrological context. It is in an
impossible situation atop its little breccia mound. Anorthosite is supposed to be a major component
of the early lunar crust and thus of the lunar mountains [43]. Such a rock forming the earlier prebasalt surface could of course end up in the ejecta field of a meteor impact and be found lying on
the regolith – but in that case it would be in an impact hollow or partly buried in the dust, and not
atop a pillar of breccia (which looks like cement, by the way). Such capstones preventing erosion of
softer material beneath leaving the rock in an elevated position are found on Earth, but these require
wind erosion – so how did the "Genesis Rock" end up on its pillar?
Anorthosites such as the "Genesis Rock" have also been found as meteorites on Earth. Such
meteorites are considered to be of lunar origin precisely because similar anorthosites - the "Genesis
Rock" for example - had allegedly been retrieved from the Moon by the Apollo missions. In other
words, the "Genesis Rock" could technically be of lunar origin while still appearing as a studio prop
ready to be collected - "[a]nd Jim and I were quite impressed with the fact that it was there,
apparently waiting for us" – an interesting thing to say, especially since the carefully pre-positioned
specimen was indeed waiting for them (another example of oblique whistleblowing, possibly?). It is
also worth noting that if lunar anorthositic meteorites can be found on Earth, the converse is also the
case: an isolated anorthositic rock theoretically found on the lunar surface could equally well be a
anorthositic meteorite of earthly (or some other) origin.
The following conversation between Apollo 15 Cdr. Scott and Jones (Editor of the ALSJ)
[44] took place in 1993, it contains some fine examples of apparent whistleblowing by both
men:
Scott - [at Station 7] …There is where we found what we're calling a lot of plage (a short
form of 'plagioclase', the dominant mineral in anorthosite) in that rock, an anorthositic
rock if there ever was one. That was the one on the other rock, on sort of a pinnacle. It was
different. It looked white, dust covered, with white spots on it, which indicated it was
different from the general gray fragments around it."
Jones - "That rock has assumed a fair amount of significance for this mission. And when Jim
and I got together in '89, he was still carrying around a replica of it."
Scott - "He did?"
Jones - "Yeah. Somebody in Houston made copies of some of the rocks and Jim had a copy
of this rock that he carried around in his briefcase and in his coat pocket and showed to
anybody who wanted to look at it."
Scott - "I'll be darned. I know they made Styrofoam models of a lot of rocks. But I have not
seen one of that rock. That'd be real interesting."
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That certainly is interesting – it doesn't seem to be common knowledge that "they made Styrofoam
models of a lot of rocks" and that "somebody in Houston made copies of some of the rocks",
seemingly for the sole purpose of having them carried around – in briefcases and coat pockets even
– to show "anybody who wanted to look at it". Who would want to have a look at a tatty styrofoam
model of a rock from a guy's coat pocket in any case? "Hey, pssst.... wanna see something?...."
Scott - “…We saw it; it was different 'cause it was white. But it was covered with dust, and
the white was even covered, so that you couldn't see the crystals…” [44].
So on the one hand it was covered with dust so that they couldn't see the crystals, but on the other
hand "crystal rock, huh? Yes, sir. You better believe it. Look at the plage in there... almost see
twinning", etc. – yet more contradictions.
Scott - “…Somebody wrote some critique - I forget where I read it, probably one of the
books that came out on the 20th anniversary (of Apollo 11). Some guy was writing about
what the astronauts did on the Moon and all that sort of stuff, and he said 'Ah, these guys
found this rock they called the Genesis Rock. They were wrong. It wasn't the Genesis Rock
at all.'
(Straight-faced) Okay…” [44].
One might be forgiven for suspecting Scott's conscience is starting to bother him there. Lying about
the Moon mission and the rock specimens is one thing (possibly justifiable from a Cold War or
National Security point of view), but bringing Genesis – and thus the Bible – into it is a step too far.
"And it wasn't the oldest rock that even we got. We found an older rock (as did the Apollo 17
crew). But that's alright. It's good for a story. Gave 'em (meaning the press) something to
talk about." [44].
Well, it certainly was "good for a story" – whether this shallow cynicism qualifies as whistleblowing is a matter of opinion. It is also worth noting – despite this futile quest for the "oldest rock"
– that all radioactive dating methods including K/Ar and Ar/Ar are unreliable. Far from being
constant, decay rates are demonstrably variable:
"Recently, Jenkins, et al. have reported the detection of correlations between fluctuations in
nuclear decay rates and Earth-Sun distance, which suggest that nuclear decay rates can be
affected by solar activity. In this paper, we report the detection of a significant decrease in
the decay of 54Mn during the solar flare of 13 December 2006, whose x-rays were first
recorded at 02:37 UT (21:37 EST on 12 December). Our detector was a 1 uCi sample of
54Mn, whose decay rate exhibited a dip coincident in time with spikes in both the x-ray and
proton fluxes recorded by the GOES-10 and 11 satellites. A secondary peak in the x-ray and
proton fluxes on 17 December at 12:40 EST was also accompanied by a coincident dip in
the 54Mn decay rate. These observations support the claim by Jenkins, et al. that nuclear
decay rates vary with Earth-Sun distance" [45].
The above paper – among many others which may be found here: [46] – demonstrate that decay rate
variability is linked to solar activity. Rather than being rock-solid "atomic clocks" that can be
reliably used for dating, isotope decay rates depend on, and are functions of, solar behaviour. This is
a significant and insoluble problem for geochronology, both earthly and lunar. Whether decay rates
are more variable closer to the Sun (or in it) is an open question which could only be answered by
re-measuring all decay rates in a location closer to the Sun, and comparing the results with
measurements taken further away. More significantly, we have no way of knowing how the Sun was
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behaving several billion years ago, and how that behaviour affected decay rates at the time. Decay
rates could start out fast, and slow down (or vice-versa) as the material is incorporated into more
distant planetary bodies from alleged accretion discs; the multi-billion year old ages given for both
Earth and Moon rocks could be an artefact of different decay rates in the early solar system. Decay
rates for different isotopes could vary differently over long periods due to as yet unknown solar
factors. Decay rates could differ dependent on stellar type or position in the main sequence. There
are also calibration issues to consider – 40Ar/39Ar dating requires a standard of known age to work;
there is also the problem of 39Ar recoil:
"The [e]ffects of irradiation on potassium-bearing rocks/minerals can sometimes result in
anomalously old apparent ages. This is caused by the net loss of 39ArK from the sample by
recoil (the kinetic energy imparted on a 39ArK atom by the emission of a proton during the
(n,p) reaction). Recoil is likely in every potassium-bearing sample, but only becomes a
significant problem with very fine grained minerals (e.g. clays) and glass. For multi-phase
samples such as basaltic wholerocks, 39ArK redistribution may be more of a problem than
net 39ArK loss. In this case, 39Ar may recoil out of a low-temperature, high-potassium
mineral (e.g. K-feldspar) into a high-temperature, low potassium mineral (e.g. pyroxene).
Such a phenomenon would great affect the shape of the age spectrum" [47].
Regardless of how old anorthosites such as the "Genesis Rock" are, we can be certain they are not
lunar (the single anomalous footprint provides us with that certainty). Just as we saw in the case of
"lunar" basalts, further research on lunar anorthosites has demonstrated the presence of water in the
Apollo samples, giving away their earthly origin – and of course prompting analysts to jump to yet
more invalid conclusions:
"The Moon was thought to be anhydrous since the Apollo era..., but this view has been
challenged by detections of water on the lunar surface...and in volcanic rocks... and
regolith.... Part of this water is thought to have been brought through solar wind
implantation... and meteorite impacts... long after the primary lunar crust formed from the
cooling magma ocean.... Here we show that this primary crust of the Moon contains
significant amounts of water. We analysed plagioclase grains in lunar anorthosites thought
[!!] to sample the primary crust, obtained in the Apollo missions, using Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy, and detected approximately 6 ppm water. We also detected up to 2.7
ppm water in plagioclase grains in troctolites also from the lunar highland upper crust.
From these measurements, we estimate that the initial water content of the lunar magma
ocean was approximately 320 ppm; water accumulating in the final residuum of the lunar
magma ocean could have reached 1.4 wt%, an amount sufficient to explain water contents
measured in lunar volcanic rocks. The presence of water in the primary crust implies a more
prolonged crystallization of the lunar magma ocean than a dry moon scenario and suggests
that water may have played a key role in the genesis of lunar basalts" [48].
Unfortunately, by detecting the presence of water in the "Genesis Rock" and in several other Apollo
specimens, the only thing that Hui et al. have been able to demonstrate is that these samples were
not retrieved from the lunar surface, and that the entire "wet Moon" theory is invalid – just as we
have seen in the case of the water content of alleged lunar basalt specimens. They have NASA to
thank for wasting their time and resources, though their own excessive trust in NASA's probity has
clearly been a contributory factor.
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18. Apollo 17 anorthositic troctolite; an exceptionally clean and attractive specimen looking like it has
just been collected on a field trip to the Inner Hebrides. In an attempt to provide "evidence" of its lunar
origin, a supposed "micrometeorite" impact (pellet strike) is visible (more or less in-line with the zero);
image credit Dr B M Gunn [36] / NASA.

Having found the "Genesis Rock" on A15, the NASA geologists were ready to provide a range of
"lunar" anorthosites for A16, which were duly "retrieved" by the crew. The oxide contents of the
174 A16 anorthosites are here plotted against the Mg content :

19. Apollo-16 anorthosites; image credit Dr B M Gunn [36].
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The observant Dr B M Gunn noticed the problem with this data set [36], commenting cautiously:
"The Apollo-16 samples range from olivine-rich troctolites... to pure anorthosites... As the
sample[s] are randomly picked up impactites and breccias we do not know to what degree
the good correlation seen is artificial" [36].
In other words, if the anorthosite samples are representative of the sub-regolith local geology at the
A-16 landing site, the Mg variation is very high. We might – in theory – expect more clustered data.
If, however, the samples are "randomly picked-up impactites and breccias" we might expect a more
random scatter of data points. It is as if a team of competent field geologists – likely unaware of
NASA's nefarious motives - had collected a range of anorthosite-troctolites across a specific large
intrusion in order to ensure a full spectrum of rock types, rather than the specimens being the result
of radiation-affected astronauts randomly collecting impact debris from a limited area for a few
hours. Dr Gunn adds helpfully: "In general they resemble troctolite-anorthosites of the Mull
Intrusion in the British Tertiary" [36].

3. METEORITES OF "LUNAR" ORIGIN
The presence on Earth of anorthositic meteorites apparently of lunar origin was mentioned above in
the context of the "Genesis [ahem] Rock", so closer investigation of such meteorites is not without
relevance. It is always possible that at least some of the basaltic and anorthositic rocks allegedly
retrieved by the Apollo missions from the lunar surface were in reality collected as meteorites in the
Antarctic and elsewhere on Earth for the purpose of duping the scientific community and providing
tangible evidence of the fake missions. It must surely have been pure coincidence that Wernher von
Braun, the godfather of the Apollo program, spent the austral summer of 1966-67 in the Antarctic:
"the goal of the field trip was to determine whether the experience gained by U.S. scientific
and technological community during the exploration of Antarctic wastelands would be
useful for the manned exploration of space. Von Braun was mainly interested in
management of the scientific effort on Antarctic research stations, logistics, habitation, and
life support, and in using the barren Antarctic terrain like the glacial dry valleys to test the
equipment that one day would be used to look for signs of life on Mars and other worlds"
[49].
No actual mention there of either meteorites or the Moon; it is hardly possible that the Moon would
not be a major focus of attention for von Braun and NASA management on an Antarctic trip
coinciding with the notorious command module fire at Cape Canaveral, and taking place a year
before Apollo 8. The high visibility of meteorites on the Antarctic ice-cap is a distinct advantage for
anyone collecting them for a specific purpose, and von Braun's team benefitted from being
relatively early on the scene before modern collecting expeditions; MoonFaker is an informative
video account of the episode [50].
The 31.4 gram "lunar" anorthosite meteorite Allan Hills A81005 (ALH A81005) provides a perfect
illustration of the problems created by the fake geology of the Apollo missions. Here it is:
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20. The meteorite Allan Hills A81005 [51]; image source: NASA.

This meteorite was collected in 1982 from the Allan Hills region of Antarctica. It was classified as
a lunar anorthositic meteorite on the basis of its similarity to the alleged Apollo samples. Indeed,
this is the rock that most resembles the chestnut colour of the true-color image of the lunar maria
(illustration 4), and it could well be genuinely of lunar origin. However, this is still just an
assumption. ALH A81005 and all similar meteorites are merely assumed to be of lunar origin, on
the basis of "Moon rocks" which had in fact been collected on Earth, just as ALH A81005 had
been:
"The determination that ALH A81005 was of lunar origin was made by Robert Clayton and
Toshiko Mayeda, researchers at the University of Chicago, following the determination by
Smithsonian Institution scientist Brian Harold Mason that the meteorite was similar in
chemical and isotopic composition to rocks returned by the Apollo program astronauts from
lunar highland areas" [52].
This is by no means an isolated example. The two meteorites Dhofar 908 and Dhofar 081 were
similarly identified as being of lunar origin on the basis of their similarity to Apollo specimens;
however in this case the authors seem slightly puzzled by the unexpected heterogeneity of their
"lunar" samples:
"Gross et al. [...] showed that the major element mineral compositions of anorthositic clasts
from lunar meteorites do not fit well with the compositional fields as defined by Warren [...]
for highland materials. Lunar anorthosites tend to be more magnesian in composition and
bridge the gap between FAN and Mg-suite rocks.... This is also true of the lunar meteorite
plagioclase Eu-anomaly..., which bridges the gap between FANs and Mg-suite rocks. The
Mg-rich composition of coexisting mafic minerals is difficult to explain by the lunar magma
ocean model, as anorthite crystallizes only after most Mg-rich mafics, and the composition
of co-crystallizing mafic minerals would be expected to be more ferroan" [53].
Regardless, since the Apollo samples are fake (given that no such rocks could ever have been safely
collected by any "astronaut" on the hazardous lunar surface, and given that the celebrated "Genesis
Rock" is a clear fake), using them as some kind of evidentiary touchstone can only lead to confused
results, as the above authors found. So-called "lunar" anorthositic meteorites are therefore not
necessarily lunar as we have no credible Apollo holotypes to provide a basis for identifying a
meteorite specimen found on earth as "lunar" – further examples of the lasting damage done to
wider science by NASA's fabricated evidence. There is in all probability anorthosite on the Moon
(the remote sensing suggests that) – but the Apollo samples cannot be used to confirm it (the single
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anomalous footprint shows us that).
Some might argue that the absence of fusion crusts on alleged Moon rocks shows that the latter
cannot be of earthly meteoric origin. However, Randy Korotev informs us that:
"Some lunar meteorites (the basalts) do not have such vesicular fusion crusts, however, and
the fusion crust of most lunar meteorites found in hot deserts has been ablated away by the
wind. In the absence of a fusion crust, a lunar (or martian) meteorite is less likely to be
recognized as a meteorite than is an asteroidal meteorite because it more closely resembles
terrestrial rocks in mineralogy and density" [21].
It follows that if meteorite fusion crusts can be ablated by the wind, they can be ablated by sandblasting. It is possible that the A11 rock samples were largely or wholly meteoritic; however,
meteorites are not very common. When NASA's stock started running out, the in-house geologists
put together what they could for A12 and 14 with rather unconvincing assemblages. If the missions
were going to continue, then larger-scale earth-bound collecting and alteration of samples was the
only realistic option, as we have seen.
4. MOON DUST
Kind of a neat, orderly coalmine.
"Lunar rock" samples are of secondary importance in the lunar geology scheme of things when
compared to the ubiquitous "dust" that apparently blankets much of the lunar maria. A rock sitting
on the lunar surface could after all be a meteorite of unknown origin rather than an actual piece of
"Moon rock." So analysis of NASA's lunar dust samples – the "ground truth" - should in theory be
more instructive, leading to wider conclusions about lunar geology. This section will therefore
emphasise certain comments, observations and suggestions made by the A11 crew concerning the
problems posed by "lunar" dust.
The presence of "dust" on the lunar surface has been taken for granted since before the Apollo
missions, with early suggestions dating back to the 1940s. In his 1964 paper, Thomas Gold had
proposed, on the basis of radar, optical and thermal properties of the lunar surface, that a several
metre thick layer of dust could be expected [54]. This became the default position for NASA
geologists and planners. Such dust is visible in both the broadcast footage and in the Hasselblad
photographs. In addition, unmanned probes of both Soviet and US provenance had allegedly
retrieved regolith samples from the lunar surface. These formed the topic of a lengthy interchange
between the two sides, resulting in an agreement to exchange "lunar" materials which was more
honoured in the breach than in the observance. NASA's reluctance to provide complementary
samples to the Soviets could indicate a reluctance to submit Apollo samples to external analysis lest
these be exposed as hoaxes, in addition to concealing a concern that the Soviet samples just might
be genuine. Alexander Onoprienko observes:
"After their first missions the Americans firmly refused to give the USSR any lunar soil
samples as evidence of the reality of their lunar landings, reasoning that the Soviet Union
had nothing to offer in exchange for such valuable samples.
On September 24, 1970 the Luna 16 probe returned to Earth with the first samples of lunar
soil. This put NASA in a very difficult position – to continue refusing seemed unmotivated.
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Finally, in January, 1971 the agreement on exchange was signed, after which the exchange
was further postponed for one and a half years. Apparently, NASA was hoping to be able to
return soil samples at the beginning of 1971, and the agreement was duly signed, noting the
postponement period. But something went wrong with their sample return, and the US
began dragging out this simple task.
In July 1971, as a gesture of goodwill, the Soviet Union unilaterally handed over to the USA
three grams of soil out of its 100 grams, without receiving anything in return, although
officially in NASA’s storerooms there was already supposedly 96 kg of lunar soil. The
Americans continued to drag this out for another nine months.
Finally, on April 13, 1972 the soil samples, returned to Earth by Luna 16 and Apollo 15,
were exchanged, although already eight months had passed since the Apollo 15 mission
return to Earth. By that time, out of their 173 kg of returned lunar rocks, NASA had brought
to the table 29 g of regolith. Naturally, there were no talks to confirm the availability of
Moon rocks with their subsequent return.
It is possible that NASA had no soil at all, and the samples exchange was as illusive as the
part of the deal with the top Soviet leadership. Therefore, the quantity of ‘exchangeable’ soil
was within the total soil returned to Earth by the Soviet probes. Shortly thereafter, in
December 1972 the last Apollo mission took place, closing the program" [55].
One can understand why the Apollo planners chose "dust" over other potential lunar regolith
models. "Dust" is reassuringly familiar. It is greyly neutral and helpfully generic. Dust is easy to
load and transport to a film set. It can be spread about with a grader or dozer to achieve the desired
surface, and can be used to make the rolling terrain we see in the photos. The ease of doing this is
particularly apparent when we consider the difficulty of creating a convincing rocky lava surface in
the studio. A fake rocky surface would have to be a particular recognisable rock type – basalt, say.
That would mean having to recreate a fake basalt plain which would instantly be recognised as such
– not so in the case of "dust". On Earth, basalt plains are intricately layered, fissured, fractured and
complex surfaces. Such a surface would be hazardous to walk across in a clumsy and vulnerable
spacesuit, and impossible to drive across in a Moon buggy. So, clearly, a few dozen dump trucks
loaded with grey "dust" would be a much more convenient and realistic option than a Star-Trekstyle polystyrene regolith, especially on a clear Hasselblad photo taken by a professional
photographer in a well-lit studio environment.
The astronauts themselves admitted to being at times covered in dust, and engaged in lengthy
speculation about how to solve the problem of bringing dust into the LM. The following extract is
taken from the Apollo 12 Lunar Surface Journal just after completion of the post-EVA-2 equipment
jettison.
"138:38:06 Gibson: Roger. Say, Pete, how does the inside of the cabin look about now?
138:38:10 Conrad: Except for...(Stops to listen to Gibson) It's very neat and orderly except
for the fact that it's very dirty.
138:38:20 Gibson: Kind of a neat, orderly coal mine" [56].
In the process, they had apparently carried a large quantity of dust back into the spacecraft on their
spacesuits. This dust appears to have entered the cabin in amounts so large that Conrad told
Houston they looked like "a couple of bituminous coal miners right at the moment, but we're
happy" [56]. Having large quantities of radioactive "moon-dust" in the cabin and on their faces
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thereby risking death from ionizing radiation seems not to have negatively affected the happy frame
of mind on board the craft. In the absence of lead shielding the astronauts would be exposed to a
range of hazards in the LM. The stored samples and the dust on their faces and in the air would still
be emitting gamma radiation, both from any intrinsically radioactive isotopes (eg. 40K, 238U, and
232Th) and from gamma radiation produced in the material by incident cosmic rays which are
themselves damaging. Even more deadly to an exposed astronaut would be dust ingested or inhaled:
clearly, astronauts looking like "bituminous coal miners" would have unavoidably ingested or
inhaled a certain amount of this potentially lethal material. Such ingested or inhaled radioactive
material is more hazardous than external sources because the proximity to the source is so much
greater it could hardly be closer in fact, with no distance available for attenuation.
The Apollo Dust-Brush
It is noteworthy that neither the astronauts nor mission control seem to have expressed any concerns
about these lethal and well-known dangers. They expressed plenty of concern about the "dust" as
such and the inconvenience it caused in the cabin, but none about the lethal radiation it produced.
Here (supposedly) is Alan Bean, from the 1969 Technical Debrief :
"When we got back to the LM, we tried to dust each other off. Usually, it was just Pete
trying to dust me off. I would get up on the ladder and he would try to dust me off with his
hands, but we didn't have a lot of luck. We should have some sort of whisk broom on the
MESA [=Modularized Equipment Stowage Assembly]. Before we get back in (on
subsequent missions), we'll dust each other up high (that is, dust off the upper parts of the
suits); (and) then the LMP will get on the ladder, and the CDR will give him a dust and then
will get in. We are bringing too much dust into the LM. Another possibility is that, just as
soon as you get in (the cabin), you slip on some sort of second coveralls that fit over the feet
up to the waist, because that's the dirty area. Then you keep that on all the time you're in the
LM and take it off just before you get out. The other alternative to this is that you put on a
similar something (that is, a removable leg covering) when you're getting out on the lunar
surface. The reason I suggest the former was that I think you want to be as free as you can
possibly be when on the lunar surface. Adding another garment over the top of the already
existing equipment is going to be restrictive and might give you a few more problems" [57].
The entire debrief seems concocted, and the process as described has incongruities. In order to dust
each other off "up high" they have to hand the Apollo Dust-Brush to each other – surely dropping it
irretrievably into the "lunar dust" is a serious possibility given the short, narrow and smooth handle.
Next, "the LMP will get on the ladder, and the CDR will give him a dust and then will get in" – this
truncated protocol starts promisingly with the first astronaut pausing on the ladder enabling the
second astronaut to brush his lower half... but there's no-one left who could brush down the second
astronaut's lower half, so the sentence ends somewhat sheepishly with "then will get in" – leaving
the dustier lower half of the second astronaut un-dusted and radioactive thereby rendering the whole
brushing exercise pointless. Nevertheless, NASA took up Bean's alleged suggestion ("some sort of
whisk-broom"8) and provided official Apollo Dust-Brushes.
"The need for a large dustbrush became obvious when, despite trying to clean each other
with their hands, the Apollo 12 crew brought so much loose dust into the cabin that, when
they returned to orbit, the LM cabin filled with floating dust. The dust was so bad that
Conrad and Bean had to leave their helmets on long enough for the Environmental Control
8 This is rather an odd way of putting it – why not just say "brush"?
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System (ECS) filters to clean much of it out of the cabin air [Question: How did they end up
looking like bituminous coal miners if their helmets were still on?]. After rendezvous with
the Command Module, CMP Dick Gordon took one look at them and announced that they
were too dirty to come into his spacecraft and, consequently, both Conrad and Bean
stripped, left their suits in the LM, and floated over wearing only their headsets" [58].
As can be seen from the illustration below, the Apollo Dust-Brush tries hard to give a highly
scientific impression. It is stainless steel, has serial numbers and has an adjustable head controlled
by squeezing the two oval plates on the handle. Nevertheless, it remains unconvincing. The handle
is too short, narrow and smooth with an even narrower extension (which is not telescopic), and it
has no pommel, making the brush easy to drop especially when wearing bulky pressurised gloves.
A much longer handle would allow easier brushing of the astronauts' lower halves, especially given
the useless dusting protocol above. The adjustable head, while giving a "technical" appearance, is a
point of weakness (especially when subject to huge temperature variations), and makes brushing
back and forth in both directions more difficult, as well as making the brush easier to drop. The
large hole is an unnecessary hazard which would rapidly become clogged with radioactive dust
which in turn would be subject to cosmic ray bombardment and continue to give off gamma
radiation. The densely-packed, fine bristles look like goat-hair but could be nylon: either way, these
would trap dust and form a further hazard, assuming they would not be destroyed or damaged by
intense heat, cold, cosmic rays and gamma radiation. The training version of the Dust-Brush has a
wire loop lacking in the illustrated version.

21. The Apollo Dust-Brush: "some sort of whisk-broom" [59]; image credit NASA.

Lunar leggings
Not satisfied with the provision of the Dust-Brush, NASA also adopted Bean's second suggestion
about which he himself had been less than enthusiastic:
"Al's suggestion of leg coverings wasn't utilized until Apollo 15, the first mission on which
the crew took off their suits for the rest period. After doffing their suits, Scott, Irwin, and the
subsequent crews put the legs into jettison bags before stowing them on the engine cover for
the night" [60].
"Engine cover" must mean the ascent stage engine cover inside the LM (so the leggings were placed
in Helmet Stowage Position 2) [61]. Interior stowage renders the entire anti-dust operation
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pointless. An astronaut "doffing" a dust-covered spacesuit inside the LM would presumably have to
remove the outer leggings first, thereby releasing quantities of radioactive dust into the LM
(especially since the second astronaut's leggings would be totally un-dusted by the Dust-Brush).
Then the astronauts would "doff" the still dusty "spacesuits" in a very limited space, stuff the dusty
leggings into a jettison bag producing yet more airborne dust, and then store the whole radioactive
mess inside the LM inches away from a range of sensitive equipment including cosmic-ray
detectors, all the while breathing in the dust produced by the strenuous and innocuous-sounding
"doffing" procedure. The whole procedure has to be repeated in reverse for the next extravehicular
activity9, generating yet more hazardous dust in the process. The LM air filters would eventually
remove – in theory and in time – a large part of this airborne dust, though apparently the filters
worked less well than expected. Needless to say, the dust accumulated in the filters would form a
health hazard of its own.
On a mock-up of the lunar surface – on a film-set for example – "astronauts" might well kick up a
fair amount of dust in the course of their activities. If they had to enter and exit the LM a few times
to allow the photographers to get their shots, one might expect the "spacesuits" to end up covered in
dust. This would especially be the case if the humidity levels were fairly high in the studio setting –
some spraying with water might even have been necessary to keep the dust under control, and to
provide the cohesion necessary to create the iconic "footprint" photos. Dust adhesion is greatly
enhanced10 in more humid conditions (such as on Earth), helping the astronauts achieve that "coalminer" look, especially when sweating under studio lights in bulky suits – one assumes they
removed their helmets between takes for occasional sips of Coke™. We can be fairly sure of this on
the basis of the testimony of Una Ronald, a housewife then resident in Western Australia:
"the TV picture I was watching was extremely fuzzy, you could just about distinguish the
movements of the astronauts, but when the Coke bottle rolled across the screen it was totally
visible, in complete contrast to the fuzz, it was as sharp as anything" [63].
This scenario is not totally unlikely, considering that the Apollo 11 TV signals were, according to
NASA, apparently first picked up by a radio telescope at the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory in Parkes, Eastern Australia, and re-transmitted to Sydney by microwave where they
were converted to US TV format and sent on to Houston via the Intelsat III Pacific satellite – a
suspiciously involved process deserving careful critical analysis. Mrs. Ronald's story may not meet
the criteria for scientifically acceptable evidence, but then again neither do the numerous official
statements and publications of NASA and its astronauts, who in addition had financial and political
motives for their fabrications, unlike Mrs. Ronald, surely a heroine of Lunar Revisionism; the
account can be found in its entirety in Bennett and Percy's seminal work [60]. One can fully
understand the need for the occasional cool drink, with hot conditions there in the studio for our
adventurers (though a lot less hot than it would be in the lunar sunshine). We must conclude that the
scene as described by Compton for A11 is a good indication of a humid, non-lunar environment:
"Aldrin and Armstrong vacuumed the lunar dust from their suits the best they could. Their
9 It is odd how a whole team of technicians was required prior to departure to suit up the astronauts in a process taking
many hours, yet on the LM they were able to "don" and "doff" their suits quite casually, despite the lethal danger of
making the slightest fitting error.
10 "Water condenses around the water-soluble part of a composite particle. The water-soluble particle then dissolves.
The solution wets both the substrate and the undissolved part of the composite. Later, when the relative humidity
decreases, the soluble material recrystallizes, forming a strong bond between particle and substrate. A bond of this
kind is much stronger than the original because the interfacial contact area has greatly increased. In many cases a
particle cemented to the surface in this way cannot be removed without damage to the substrate" [62].
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vacuum cleaner, a brush11 attached to the exhaust hose of the LM suit system, was not very
powerful and the tenacious dust came off only with difficulty. There was not nearly as much
loose dust in the lunar module as they had expected when they returned from the surface,
evidently it stuck tightly to whatever it touched" [64].
By contrast, in a totally dry and functionally airless environment (such as the Moon), the adhesion
of any grains of dust or sand to the suits would be greatly reduced. In dry conditions, any adhesion
is more a function of the roughness of the material onto which the dust is deposited. The clothing of
Touaregs in the Sahara seems remarkably free of dust in comparison to the "spacesuits" of the
astronauts as they described them. Indeed, loose flowing clothing made of a smooth tightly-woven
material – as favoured by desert peoples on Earth – would have been a better solution for the
astronauts. An outer skirt or a cape with velcro fastenings – not to mention a lead lining – would
make for more functional Moon-wear, although how our heroes would have retained their dignity
wearing capes or skirts is another question. As a bare minimum the astronauts could have worn lead
jockstraps to protect their gonads – these were worn by clean-up crews at Chernobyl – but there is
no indication that the Apollo astronauts had anything similar.
Slag, ash or dust?
Incidentally, there might be reason to suspect that the Conrad's use of the unusual phrase
"bituminous coal miners" and Gibson's use of "neat, orderly coal-mine" are oblique pieces of
whistleblowing. To see if this might be the case, we need to consider the alleged "lunar dust"
samples, NASA's "ground truth".
"The lunar regolith has grain-size characteristics similar to a silty sand, with mean grain
sizes mostly between 45 to 100 μm.... Many of the grains are sharp and glassy; analogies
have been made to fine-grained slag or terrestrial volcanic ash" [65].
We shall ignore the issue of why "silty sands", which on Earth are wind and water erosion products,
should be found on the Moon, and focus on the analogies mentioned. The authors do not tell us who
made these "analogies to fine-grained slag or terrestrial volcanic ash". These two analogies do
however differ in one significant aspect: the first, slag, is a by-product of an industrial process while
the second, volcanic ash, is natural. By tacking the second, volcanic ash analogy onto the first,
attention is drawn away from the obvious comparison to "slag". "Many of the grains are sharp and
glassy" – this is the case, but many of them are spherical. So where did NASA find such grey, ashy,
dusty material composed of glass beads and shards to function as a fake "lunar regolith"? It had to
meet certain criteria – ease of transportation, availablity in large quantities, low cost, spreadability
and pozzolanic properties (allowing consolidation where needed through application of cement and
water). Fortunately for NASA, such materials were commonly available in the form of fly-ash. A
good candidate would be Class F fly-ash, abundantly produced by burning of "harder, older
anthracite and bituminous coal" in coal-fired power plants [66]. Conrad and Gibson were clearly
well aware that their "lunar surface" was nothing more than anthracite coal fly-ash; the fact that
they found a way of telling us, however obliquely, is remarkable, but not as remarkable as NASA's
success in passing off "bituminous coal" fly-ash as the real thing.

11 So despite Alan Bean's plea for "some sort of whisk-broom", we find that they already had a brush from A11
onwards, a brush capable of being connected to the suit's "exhaust hose". If it was "capable of being connected" then
it could equally be used disconnected, as an ordinary brush, thus obviating the need for an extra "whisk broom".
This click-fit vacuum cleaner brush concept seems unlikely - could the suit's "exhaust hose" flow be reversed? And
where was the hazardous vacuumed dust collected?
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III. CONCLUSION
It is not controversial to say that the Apollo program was never primarily a scientific research
program. It was a political propaganda operation aimed at demonstrating the overwhelming
technological and military superiority of the US, a fake triumph even as it slumped to real defeat in
the Vietnam quagmire. The "scientific" and "geological" programmes attached to Apollo were
afterthoughts, and inevitably had to be largely fake; nevertheless, as research programmes, they
developed a momentum of their own dependent upon the funding and personnel available. A
research program is primarily defined neither by its research goals and methodology nor by the
quality of its personnel, but by the ongoing availability of funding. No amount of scientific, logical
or rational argument, however sound, can ever prevail against the bureaucrats of a well-funded,
government-supported, prestigious research program, even if the program is blatantly and obviously
corrupt, fraudulent and unscientific, as in this case. Only when the funding vanishes – for political,
ideological or indeed financial reasons – does such a research program disintegrate.
Having maintained its Apollo hoax for half a century, NASA is faced with two options. The first
option is to admit the hoax, be denied any further funding and be dissolved. Among further
measures, any Apollo participants or organisers still living should be stripped of all scientific,
academic and military honours, and all their pensions and other benefits revoked. Any perpetrators
of on-going NASA hoaxes should resign forthwith12. Any and all scientists who wasted their time
and energy working on fabricated Apollo data or fake lunar specimens should sue NASA
accordingly. Planetary scientists will have to acknowledge that fifty years of research has been
corrupted to the point of uselessness by NASA's false data and specimens. All scientific works
using Apollo data, and all NASA publications on the missions will need library reclassification13.
Review committees comprising non-NASA personnel should be established to oversee the
bankruptcy of NASA in every sense – political, scientific, legal and financial – and establish
whether there is anything at all salvageable from NASA's legacy. From the detritus – from the flyash – something better could in time emerge. That's the first option.
The second option is for NASA to double down on its hoax. Judging by the planned Artemis
mission, this second option has already been decided upon. If the Artemis mission were real – if
there was any serious intention of actually landing "the first woman and the next man" on the Moon
in 2024 – the process of hauling large quantities of lead shielding, survival units, excavators,
tunnelling equipment, water, fuel, supplies, multiple ascent-stage craft and the like should already
have begun in earnest. To achieve this, we could expect regular departures to the Moon of advanced
rockets incorporating 50 years' worth of technological developments since the rockets that ferried
the Apollo crews to the Moon with such apparent success.
12 Possibly not coincidentally, the 19th of May 2020 saw one such resignation from NASA: "Douglas Loverro, NASA
director of human space flight, abruptly resigned a week before astronauts are to launch for the first time in a
decade from American soil... Alarmed members of Congress are demanding more information about his departure,
especially because it came about a week before the maiden voyage of two astronauts aboard the SpaceX Crew
Dragon capsule next Wednesday. 'I am deeply concerned over this sudden resignation, especially given its timing,'
Rep. Kendra Horn, a Democrat representing Oklahoma who also is the chairwoman of the House Science, Space
and Technology Committee's space subcommittee., said in a statement. 'Under this administration, we've seen a
pattern of abrupt departures that have disrupted our nation's efforts at human space flight...' " [67]. In the event, the
SpaceX launch did apparently take place, despite highly suspicious live footage drop-outs of both the rocket landing
and the docking.
13 To, for example, 001.95 Hoaxes (Dewey system).
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Of course, we see none of this. We do have various fine-sounding pronouncements by NASA
officials mostly on gender-related themes, pointing to the propaganda purpose of the Artemis
mission. We have fantasy illustrations showing Artemis astronauts unprotected by lead shielding
working happily away on the lunar surface collecting samples and running various experiments
while remaining oblivious to the numerous hazards around them.
NASA's Artemis webpage boldly proclaims: "Our Success Will Change The World". Just to make
sure the message gets across, bold capitals proclaim "HUMANITY'S RETURN TO THE MOON".
Yes, definitely no question about it, "WE ARE GOING" – and in case there were any doubts about
"GOING", even bigger and bolder 10 cm-high capitals assert, somewhat ungrammatically: "WE
GO". NASA also has a range of symbols and patches ready for the Artemis mission (thereby putting
the cart before the horse, some might say):

22. Woman On The Moon symbol for the Artemis mission [68]; image credit NASA.

NASA interprets this symbol for us like this:
"WOMAN ON THE MOON: A portrait of the Greek Goddess Artemis is illustrated in the
highlights and shadows of the crescent Moon topography. Her features are abstract enough
that all women can see themselves in her" [68].
A recognisable face with a recognisable crescent Moon is not remotely "abstract". The larger
crescent around the figure's head looks like a rudimentary head-covering – this would be no surprise
since the lunar Artemis has a veil covering her head and wears a long robe which reaches down to
her feet. This prompts us to ask: do "all women" really want to "see themselves" in a veiled figure?
Is a "crescent moon" and a "veil" really a positive association for "all women"? There are also other,
less benign versions of Artemis – for example, Artemis Tauropolos who caused madness and had to
be propitiated with blood sacrifices... could it be that NASA has not really thought the whole
symbolism thing through? So, okay, maybe the Artemis Program Patch will work out better:
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23. Artemis Program patch; "the tip of the A of Artemis points beyond the Moon and signifies that our
efforts at the Moon are not the conclusion, but rather the preparation for all that lies beyond... The
trajectory moves from left to right through the crossbar of the “A” opposite that of Apollo. Thus [sic]
highlighting the distinct differences in our return to the [M]oon" [68]; image credit NASA.

Even at first glance, there are a few things wrong with this patch. The tip of the A by-passes the
Moon, which is not central to the image, and the "trajectory is red to symbolize our path to Mars" –
why bring Mars into it, when they are allegedly going to the Moon? Are they not getting ahead of
themselves here? And what are their "efforts at the Moon"? Why is the "R" incomplete? The
dismissive tone is also noteworthy: the impossibly difficult and hazardous journey to the Moon is
merely "preparation for all that lies beyond", as if visiting the Moon was a total push-over,
something routine that is merely incidental to the greater goal. In NASA's own description of the
patch we read:
"ARTEMIS PROGRAM PATCH: The overall shape is symbolic of an arrowhead. The silver
background is drawn from Greek mythology where Artemis’ bow and arrows are silver"
[68].
However, this is where NASA might have considered seeking advice from a Classicist (or at least
acquired a copy of Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology [69]) before
drawing on Greek mythology and over-emphasising the arrowheads of Artemis. As the sister of
Apollo, Artemis is armed with a quiver, bow, and arrows, with which to spread plague and death.
Moreover, sudden deaths of women are specifically and frequently mentioned as the effect of her
arrows14 [69]; that might not be too confidence-inspiring for the would-be "first woman" on the
Moon.
Some might say that NASA is a serious "scientific" organisation that surely does not have to take
out-of-date ancient mythology seriously. So what if it names its fake missions after deities
worshipped by the ancient Greeks who established the entire western scientific enterprise? But in
the author's opinion these are exactly the things that do matter. Without any integrity, NASA has
nowhere to go but down, bringing a large part of its pseudo-scientific edifice down with it. With
fifty years of technological advances in rocketry, computing, engineering; with all the experience
gained on the Apollo missions; and with new and secure sources of funding, returning to the Moon
should be a simple task (vengeful Greek gods notwithstanding). Instead, it is rapidly becoming clear
that the Moon is just as distant, hazardous and inaccessible as ever. NASA has no chance
whatsoever of achieving an actual, safe and hazard-free manned mission to the Moon. It does
however seem to have every intention of perpetrating a second hoax to help distract from, and
14 E.g. Homer, Iliad vi. 205, 427 etc., xix. 59, xxi. 483 etc.; Odyssey. xi. 172 etc., 324, xv. 478, xviii. 202, xx. 61 etc.
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bolster its first hoax, further demonstrating its contempt for the general public and for the scientific
community, and relying on its reputation and funding to see its latest "mission" through. NASA's
priorities remain what they have always been – retaining, justifying and increasing funding while
fulfilling socio-political agendas, even if those agendas are now very different to those of 50 years
ago.
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